Richard P. Nickelsen (1925-2014)

Dr. Nick with colleagues Jack Allen (left) and Richard Peterec (center) in 1965.

Left – Dr. Nick in 1960. Right – (left to right) Dr. Nick with faculty colleagues V. Robinson (left), Ed Cotter (upper right), Jack Allen (far right) in 1968.
Dr. Nick with colleagues Dennis Marchand (left) and Richard Peterec (right) in 1970.

Leading the 1973 (left) and 1996 (right) Field Conference of Pennsylvania Geologists.
Field research near McConnellsburg, PA in 1997.

Left – Soil trenching in Northumberland, PA during the mid-1990’s. Right – Birmingham Window field trip with Mary Beth Gray (’84) and her Structural Geology class during the mid-1990’s.
Left – Leading a geology field trip for the Linn Conservancy in the mid-1990’s. Right – Cindy and Dr. Nick at the BU Environmental Center holiday gathering in 2004.

Teaching secondary education teachers field geology through a Pennsylvania Institute for Conservation Education summer course in 2004.

Recent birding trips that included scouting peregrine falcons in Northumberland (left), snowy owls (middle left), and migrating hawks (upper right and lower right).